As the automotive industry continues to adopt more electronic devices and implement new innovative technologies, reliability and thermal management of electronics becomes more critical. At YINCAE, we strive to develop and manufacture leading materials to help the industry achieve and surpass its goals.
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AUTOMOTIVE SOLUTIONS

ASSEMBLY MATERIALS
- SMT 256 Dip Adhesive
- BP 256 Ball Bump Adhesive
- SMT 158 Capillary Underfill
- SMT 158A Conductive Underfill
- SMT 158D Diamond Underfill
- SMT 158FB7 Conductive Underfill

TIM MATERIALS
- TGP 100 Thermal Grease
- TGP 110 Thermal Grease
- TGP 110A Thermal Grease Adhesive

DIE ATTACH ADHESIVES
- DA 90 Conductive Adhesive
- DA 150 Conductive Adhesive
- DA 90LW Insulative Adhesive
- DA 150LE Insulative Adhesive

OPTOELECTRONIC MATERIALS
- LEN 66A Optical Adhesive
- LEN 66AL Optical Adhesive
- DA 90UV Die Attach Adhesive

CONFORMAL COatings
- ACP 120 Nano Coating
- UVC 88F Flexible Coating
- UVC 88P Rigid Coating

Contact YINCAE at info@yincae.com for detailed specifications & customization for your specific product requirements.